• A good deal of concern centered around Budget 2016
• Speculation: Increase in capital gains rates? Restrictions on availability of the small
business deduction? Taxation of stock options…?
• From a Life Insurance standpoint: two changes relating to corporate owned life
insurance – the changes themselves were anticipated by the industry, but application
of these rules to current arrangements is a surprise
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• Proceeds paid on the death of the life-insured individual of an exempt life insurance
policy, received by a private corporation, are tax-free (payment on death under an
exempt policy is not a disposition and therefore does not trigger tax reporting
- see definition of “disposition” in subsection 148(9) of the Act)
• The excess of the policy death benefit over the adjusted costs basis (ACB) of the
policy to the recipient corporation is added to the corporation’s capital dividend
account (CDA) (paragraph (d) of the definition of capital dividend account in
subsection 89(1) of the Act)
• Capital Dividends are received by Canadian shareholders of private corporations on a
tax-free basis (subsection 83(2) of the Act).
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• There can be both tax and non-tax reasons for structuring ownership of an insurance
policy in a holding company with the beneficiary being a down stream company
• The tax benefit arises from the fact that the ACB of the policy, which otherwise
reduces the addition to the CDA of the beneficiary corporation, is not taken into
account where the recipient is not the owner of the policy
• This has resulted in the structuring of insurance through a HOLDCO-OPCO
arrangement, where the HOLDCO is the owner and premium payor, and OPCO is the
beneficiary
• See example next slide
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• By splitting ownership of the policy from the beneficiary of the death benefit, the
CDA credit is equal to the full death benefit
• If Holdco or OPCO had been both owner and beneficiary, the CDA additional would
only be $900,000 ($1 million - $100,000 ACB)
• Note – timing issue – as the ACB of an insurance policy typically declines to nil by the
early 70’s of the life insured
• However, changes to the Net Cost of Pure Insurance (NCPI) calculation will push this
back by 3-4 years and would encourage more planning of this type
• The CRA indicated that it agreed with this tax result but may challenge under the
GAAR if the only reason for this structure is to maximize the CDA credit (TI –
9908430 dated June 30, 1999)
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• These rules will be amended to reduce the CDA addition by the ACB of a policyholder’s
interest in the policy (Clause 57(1) of the Budget Notice of Ways and Means Motion
(NWMM))
• The new rules will apply to ownership-beneficiary structures in place before the budget date
• CALU had previously indicated to Finance that it supported changes to these rules as it
provided an unintended tax benefit in situations where the life insured died “prematurely”
• CALU had also asked Finance to amend the CDA definition to extend CDA character to
insurance death benefits received by a trust and distributed to a private corporation (similar
to the rules that apply to the non-taxable portion of capital gains and capital dividends
received by a trust and designated in favour of a corporate beneficiary)
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• The other Federal 2016 budget change relates to subsection 148(7) of the Act, which
was enacted in its current format in 1972
• This rule applies to the transfer of life insurance policies, distributions of insurance
by a corporation, transfers by operation of law, and non-arm’s length transfers of life
insurance
• Where subsection 148(7) applies to a transfer, the policyholder is deemed to have
received proceeds equal to the cash surrender value (CSV) of the policy and the
person acquiring the policy is deemed to have acquired it at a cost equal to the
policy’s CSV
• This rule applies irrespective of the actual consideration provided to the policyholder
on the transfer of the policy
• Note that there will be a taxable gain to the policyholder to the extent that CSV of
the policy exceeds the ACB of the policy at the time of transfer
• This can lead to both harsh tax results and unintended tax benefits – the latter being
illustrated by the following example
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• Consider the following example…
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• Subsection 148(7) deems X’s proceeds to be equal to the policy’s CSV, which is nil. As
a result there will be no gain on the transfer of the policy
• There is no shareholder benefit assuming the amount paid by the company equals
the FMV of the policy
• The cost to the company will be deemed to be nil even though it paid $300,000 for
the policy – this will likely result in a higher CDA credit on the death of X.
• X can receive $300,000 from the company tax-free, and upon death the $1,000,000
death benefit can be paid to the shareholders as a tax-free capital dividend
• The CRA confirmed this tax result in TI 2002-0127455
• The industry realized this tax result was overly generous and was anticipating
changes to the legislation
• But CALU had also recommended that Finance amend the Act to permit the transfer
of an insurance policy from a shareholder to a corporation on a tax-neutral basis
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• These changes will apply for non-arm’s length transfers that take place on or after
the budget date
• It will deem the proceeds of disposition to be equal to the greater of the CSV of the
policy and the fair market value of the proceeds received on the transfer
• The “cost” to the transferor will be the same amount
• The rule will also apply where the consideration for the transfer is shares in the
corporation and will adjust the paid-up capital of the shares
• CALU is generally supportive of this change as it applies to transfers on or after the
budget date
• However, there are other concerns with the current rules that should be addressed
as part of the review of ss 148(7)
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• Budget 2016 creates a retroactive and potentially punitive application where a
transfer was made before the budget date and the life insured is still alive
• There will be no impact on the transferor to the extent the FMV of the proceeds
received on the transfer does not exceed the FMV of the policy
• But there will be a permanent reduction to the CDA credit to the corporation on the
death of the life insured equal to the difference between the fair market value of the
proceeds received and the CSV of the policy (Clause 57(2) of the NWMM)
• This is a retroactive application of this proposal, which can create an unfair tax result
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In this section, an overview will be provided on a relatively recent CRA technical
interpretations relating to life insurance in spousal, alter ego and joint partner trusts as
well as comments make at the 2016 CALU Roundtable relating to LIA policies
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• A common planning arrangement involves life insurance held within a spousal trust
• The trust owns and is the beneficiary of a life insurance policy with the insurance
proceeds intended to be used to pay tax liabilities arising on the deemed disposition
of trust property on the spouse’s death.
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• At the CALU 2012 CRA Roundtable, the CRA was asked to clarify some prior technical
interpretations indicating that a spousal trust’s ownership and funding of a life
insurance policy could “taint” the trust and disallow the rollover of capital property
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• The CRA was asked to confirm that the transfer of shares in a private corporation,
which in turn owned insurance on the life of the surviving spouse, would not taint
the status of the testamentary trust.
• However, the CRA indicated it was not prepared to provide such confirmation leaving
this matter in some doubt. Most tax practitioners do not see how this could taint
the spousal trust, as it would involve looking through the corporation and evaluating
its underlying assets
• Of course, if CRA’s views are correct the funding of insurance by the trust would
result in a deemed disposition of all capital property being transferred to the trust at
fair market value
• As well the 21 year deemed disposition rule would apply to such trusts
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• CALU made a submission to the CRA in the format of a ruling request – using a
hypothetical fact pattern that captures the range of scenarios that could arise.
• The key submissions are to the effect that while someone other than the spouse
may benefit from premiums being paid by the trust while the spouse is alive, this
does not mean that the residual beneficiary of the trust “receives or otherwise
obtains the use of trust property while the spouse is alive.”
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• The CRA has recently responded to the CALU submission, indicating that their view
has not changed…
• Ongoing CALU/Finance discussions to determine if the CRA interpretation fits with
the policy intent of these rules
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There are some “work-arounds” that may allow the use of insurance in a way that
avoids the issue…
• The CRA indicated in response to a question posed at the APFF 2012 CRA Roundtable
that the transfer of a “paid up” policy to the trust would not result in it being tainted
• Alternatively, it might be possible to establish some other person or trust as the
owner and payor of the policy and have the proceeds paid to the spousal trust as
beneficiary
• There is also an “old” CRA interpretation (IT-305R4) which indicates the trust only
needs to meet the requirements of being a spousal trust when it comes into
existence – later amendments or changes don’t affect its status. In the CALU 2016
CRA Roundtable, CRA confirmed that this continues to be their view.
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